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The Lab at OPM

The Lab at OPM is an innovation group situated within the 
United States Federal Government’s Office of Personnel 
Management. Founded in 2013, the Lab at OPM was created 
to incorporate human-centered design thinking, research, and 
strategy practices into the various agencies of the federal 
government, accomplishing this through methods such as 
capacity building workshops, inter-agency agreements, and 
project-based design work. Human-centered design (HCD) is 
a problem solving approach that emphasizes the human (or 
user/customer) perspective and their needs in every stage of 
the research, development, and design process. 

The mission of the Lab is to foster a culture of innovation and 
to help create organizational shifts towards improving the way 
government works. Based in Washington, D.C., the Lab is 
comprised of a multidisciplinary team of 20-30 designers, 
strategists, UX/CX designers, researchers, analysts, and 
teachers, located across the country. Of course, due to the 
COVID-19 situation, this fellowship was conducted entirely 
remotely– I never traveled to D.C. but instead communicated 
with team members primarily via email, Slack, and Zoom. 
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As a graphic design graduate student, I was interested to 
apply my learning to the federal government, an organi-
zation that I assumed was in need of design thinking and 
strategy (not to mention graphic design) as much as, if not 
more than, many private sector companies. I was previously 
unaware of the Lab at OPM or the existence of “innovation 
labs” within federal, state, and local government. I was 
surprised to find out that my home city of Los Angeles had 
hired its first ever Chief Design Officer (Chris Hawthorne) 
just two years earlier. Hawthorne accepted a job with the 
city after a long career as a journalist, tv director, and critic 
for the Los Angeles Times architecture section. 

My discovery of this new ecosystem of designers, coming 
from different disciplines and professional experiences, but 
all working together in pursuit of the same worthy purpose 
of improving government services in the long-term, made 
me really enthusiastic about the opportunity to explore this 
world further during my summer fellowship at the Lab. 

Background

My illustration from a problem framing exercise: first, draw a vase. Next, draw a way to enjoy 
flowers in the home. What are some of the differences in the way we think about how to 
draw the first idea vs. the second? 
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Gallery Walk

The Lab at OPM’s work ranges from synchronous learning 
modules (during this summer, delivered remotely over video 
conference) to hands-on brand development work. In order 
to see this wide variety of work in the same place at the 
same time, the Lab has developed a series of events called 
Gallery Walks. These events function both as exhibitions of 
Lab work, and as opportunities for networking and building 
future partnerships. 

Due to COVID-19 eliminating these types of in-person 
events, our team was tasked with bringing a Gallery Walk 
event into a virtual space. Who would be invited to this 
event? What type of work would we want to show them? 
And how would we be able to virtually show this work in a 
compelling way? All of these questions presented tough 
challenges during the development of this concept. 

We began by thinking big, imagining a virtual guided tour 
through a minimal, 3D-rendered gallery space. Eventually, 
however, limitations in technology (especially technology 
that is required to effectively transmit sound, video and 
image over a video conference connection) led us towards 
more practical platforms and solutions. 

Mind map from an early-stage gallery walk meeting.
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Sticky note colors

by team member

Sara

Tim

Andrew

Hannah

Audrey

Pradeep

Jacob

Lab Virtual Gallery Walk

Synthesizing what we heard from interviews and the Lab team

Step 1

Extract meaningful quotes or

snippets from the interview

notes that relate to any of

these three categories:

content, format, and

motivations. 

Step 2

Transcribe them onto sticky

notes of the color assigned to

you below. Add the initials of

the interviewee to the quote.

Step 3

Place the sticky note on the

venn diagram according to

what the quote or snippet is

about.

If it speaks to more than one

topic, place it where the circles

overlap. 

If it's something unrelated but

interesting, put it below under

"other."

Quotes related 

to gallery walk

content

Quotes

related to

gallery walk

format

Quotes about

motivations 

for attending

 

the gallery

walk

The projects were used as a

target to other projects that

might be more relevant. The

lab does education stuff so

think of it as education pieces.

It was interesting getting to

see the things but was not a

need to deep dive into that

project. 

—SK

"I think it could

be helpful to

have someone

lead you

through." 

"yes I did get the feeling that

there was more process work in

DC and more cohesive and

polished in LA. In DC it was Lab

at OPM gallery walk and every

person did their own set up and

that might have contributed to

the breadth. And the LA one Ana

gathered and presented those

assets herself. [more of a clear,

cohesive theme in LA" -SK

Quotes about other things

“Very few things

come to me as

failures, but the

driving factor of an

event like this is to

meet my peers.” CR

“HCD has been an

individualistic effort for

me in government thus

far; I wanted to meet

other people interested

in design in the federal

[space]." CR

Clearly delineate

sections, have a

“title wall” slide to

introduce each

section of the

exhibition. -VF
"provide something

like a recipe

beforehand, to be

tactile and engaged

by coming to the call

with a shared drink or

meal." -CR

Attendees may

be familiar with

HCD, but want

to know how the

Lab applies it -

VF

In terms of

presentation- stay

organized, have a

program/schedule,

do a practice run

-VF

Use artifacts as

examples-

educational tools

to demonstrate

other use cases

-SK

cohesive

theme &

branding of

exhibition -VF

Mix of

attendees

working in

government

and art world

Ability to

connect with

people in

small groups -

CR

"I think I was pleasantly

surprised because I learned so

much about the Lab and how

service design oriented they are.

They made it intentional to

encourage folks to talk to each

other. There was a little time to

browse, and then a time for

everyone to introduce ourselves,

and then mingle more

intentionally." - JP

 "I was motivated to

go because I don’t

feel like I have a

strong

community/network

in LA. So it felt like a

good opportunity." -

LM

"My wife [Ana Monroe]

put it on. That’s how I

heard about it. She did a

lot of communication

with local orgs. I also put

it in lots of local slack

groups. And people

showed up." SK

VF: Her whole career

has been about HCD-

but would like to know

how we (the Lab) qualify

it more. What is that

discipline and how does

it apply across various

parts of government?

"we are impressed by the quality

of the actual design work. We

[18F] are always scrambling and

putting together murals and so it

was cool to look at things with

such a high level of polish. I think

that is helpful to the clients in

showing them that we have skills.

I think this is important for

designers too to have the created

final product" -JP

"The presentation of the event

was very consistent. There was

blue hues and line drawings.

How everything was blocked

out and the rhythm of the show

was cool. In the space there

was almost like little pockets.

You would meet someone in

that space and you would talk

with someone." -SK

"Really exciting to think

about working on

design in the

government. There is a

lot of (private sector)

design talent that would

be interested in getting

involved" -VF

CR: HCD has been an

individualistic effort for him in

government thus far; wanted to

meet other people interested in

design in the federal. To see if

they were on teams or also acting

as individuals like him; to share

knowledge and network. Wants

meaningful connections with

peers in the field that are long-

term

government

"I guess a little

more formal intro

to some of the

assets that were

displayed would

be helpful." - LM

� "The presentation of the event

was very consistent. There was

blue hues and line drawings.

How everything was blocked

out and the rhythm of the show

was cool. In the space there

was almost like little pockets.

You would meet someone in

that space and you would talk

with someone." SK

"the mix of people was really

interesting. People from many

different levels of gov. Cool to see

peoples from the mayor’s office. As

well as people who were interested

in getting into gov but don’t know

how. So they got to meet the lab

people but also people all across the

gov. that was cool to see people get

wrapped into gov that may not have

been able to do that other ways." SK
"In DC the gallery

walk was a little more

spread out and

everyone kinda

passed the hallway

work that was

process work." -SK

Regarding LA Gallery Walk:

"it was very informal with a

lot of space for people to

connect. I think the

opportunity to do small

breakout groups in a virtual

setting would be very good

at helping people to

connect." -LM

"I think it was helpful to see

examples of your work.

Something hard about dong a

journey map in city gov is that

the user touches so many pieces

of the process. And seeing maps

in a gov setting was awesome.

Seeing a system map and a

journey map was something new

that I saw that changed the way I

could see both of them." -LM

"I did get the feeling that there

was more process work in DC

and more cohesive and polished

in LA. In DC it was Lab at OPM

gallery walk and every person

did their own set up and that

might have contributed to the

breadth. And the LA one Ana

gathered and presented those

assets herself." SK

Networking

feels like the

major

attendance

driver, e.g., JP

� They made it intentional

to encourage folks to talk

to each other. There was a

little time to browse, and

then a time for everyone

to introduce ourselves,

and then mingle more

intentionally. JP

Rehearsal,

organization, defined

speaking times: If

well executed, can

really help keep

people virtually

engaged.

Focus on: a

specific overall

theme vs the

breadth of Lab

work vs specific

projects?

Some type of

small group

interaction built

into the format:

For networking,

collaboration, etc

� "maybe more

structure?

Sometimes you get

folks that need a

little more push to

get talking." JP

"I think it was mostly

the topics. One topic

was the future of folks

with disabilities, that is

something I am very

interested it. And I

recalled the VA

services one too." JP

"I am actually curious

what it is like to look at

a service design map

without the design

context. I feel like they

are very overwhelming

without people

explaining." JP

Reaching out to

private sector people

with existing HCD

backgrounds and

exposing them to

how it works in gov?

� "we are impressed by the quality

of the actual design work. We

[18F] are always scrambling and

putting together murals and so it

was cool to look at things with

such a high level of polish. I think

that is helpful to the clients in

showing them that we have skills.

I think this is important for

designers too to have the created

final product. " JP

Reaching out to

private sector people

with existing HCD

backgrounds and

exposing them to

how it works in gov?

"I have not been enticed to

attend very many virtual

events. A compelling topic is

the only thing that would get

me to go. The event must

have enough of an experience

that I am not just multi-

tasking." JP



"to me there is a disconnect in the

design community around racial justice

and equity and over the last few years

that is why I have stopped using HCD in

overt ways, I use all of the processes but

I kinda came to the realization that it

doesn’t really center the voices and

power of the people that need it the

most. That is why I was drawn to and got

excited about design originally. And I

hope that design can go back to that.

And we can push to that in anyway that

we can. " LM

� And seeing maps in a

gov setting was

awesome. Seeing a

system map and a

journey map was

something new that I saw

that changed the way I

could see both of them.

LM

If you want to

partner with folks

attending it is

important to let

them know that it

is an option. LM

"I guess a little more formal intro to

some of the assets that were displayed

would be helpful. The fact that you

could actually have creators present in

a virtual format to share about their

pieces I a huge plus to having a virtual

format. It took me a little while for

things that were more abstract. Like

the big systems maps, to be able to

understand. I think even in the gallery

setting it would have been good to

have a little more back story." LM

I think the opportunity

to do small breakout

groups in a virtual

setting would be very

good at helping

people to connect. LM

Some of the journey

maps (specifically the

Veterans journey

map) helped me

decide what our map

could look like for a

project I was working

on. LM

 "I think there is skepticism around the jargon

that designers use and politicians feel the

unknowns of the design world and there is push

back with that. Politics also are less based on

the needs of human but more on the political

bargaining etc. So how you would approach a

project from a design way is often at odds with

the way that politicians do work. There is often

a risk aversion in how we[gov] engage the

public. I have to rebuild a lot of trust with

communities because it is a relationship that

has not always been collaborative. Most of our

shared spaces are usually oppositional. So from

a design perspective we have to re-make those

spaces." LM

"Human element

of walkthrough is

important- guide

or curator talking

you through it." 

"I am familiar with

gov’t innovation, but

not innovation for

gov’t  by gov’t...

Intrigued by fed

agency providing that

service for gov’t

agencies"

Creating a buy in with

people. Any way to

create a space for

people something that

exists in space that you

can move in and out of,

and participatory

activities in break out

rooms. 

Wants meaningful

connections with

peers in the field ...

doesn't currently

know anyone in the

design + gov't space

"VA work,

displayed really

beautifully

Informative as to

the methods that

the LAB employ.:" 

"Having inspirational

spaces was really

powerful...

Nice to be in a space

to think about what is

possible, how to drive

change." 

"There's fatigue

around being talked

at, webinars...

 pull people out to

participate"

Consistency

of theme  [regarding journey

maps] "Because

design thinking is

often not centered in

gov, it is so nice to

have examples that

are in a gov setting." 

"The fact that you

could actually have

creators present in a

virtual format to share

about their pieces is a

huge plus to having a

virtual format."

"The way the phases were

organized were centered

around the end user... but

pointing to the people at

the center of the effort,

those receiving care, those

were the pieces that were

really impactful"

"the mix of people was

really interesting. People

from many different

levels of gov... As well as

people who were

interested in getting into

gov but don’t know

how." 

"How everything was

blocked out and the

rhythm of the show was

cool. In the space there

was almost like little

pockets. You would meet

someone in that space

and you would talk with

someone." 

What is that

discipline (HCD)

and how does it

apply across

various parts of

government? 

—VF

Really loves user

studies; watching

people interact with

a product and trying

to figure out the

pain points

—CR

How everything was

blocked out and the rhythm

of the show was cool. In

the space there was almost

like little pockets. You

would meet someone in

that space and you would

talk with someone. 

—SK

The Lab could also

do an online

workshop...They

could bookend their

event with classes or

something.

—SK 

That was broadcast on

zoom and live on YouTube.

I have been at virtual

events that are just being

talked at and I think that

that misses the pockets

and collaboration that

people love so much.

—SK

 all of [the

projects] being

shared together

is what made the

impact. 

—SK

the mix of people was

really interesting....that

was cool to see people

get wrapped in to gov

that may not have been

able to do that other

ways.

—SK

The projects were used as a

target to other projects that

might be more relevant. The

lab does education stuff so

think of it as education

pieces. It was interesting

getting to see the things but

was not a need to deep dive

into that project.—SK

 has attended

other events that

have been

hindered by

technical

issues—VF

[has attended

other events that

have] seemed

unrehearsed and

too casual

—VF

be organized about who

will be speaking and

when. Get a format for

question asking lined up

beforehand and tell

attendees clearly how to

ask a question.

—VF

Smaller groups (breakout

groups in Zoom, for

example) are beneficial for

connecting/ networking

purposes. Too hard to

connect with people in a

room of 20+ attendees

—VF

something other

than a slideshow

presentation,

something that

shows the structure

of the

exhibition.—VF

Human element of

walkthrough is

important- guide or

curator talking you

through it. Seeing a

face and being able to

relate.

—VF 

How to get

involved in

[HCD in

government]?

—VF

Knows people from

CarMax, Delloite,

Accenture, etc using

design; less so

government issues

and government

challenges

—CR

favorite events have

been on platforms

with breakout rooms

or programming to

directly connect with

someone else

—CR

[prefers] forcing

audience

participatory

engagement

—CR

Going through the

academic side, they always

did [challenges,

hackathons, design jams]

with corporate partnerships

with the university;

government entities never

participated

—CR

Figma

platform -JD

event intro &

outro 

crowdcast.io

Zoom +

Mural

Mix of

attendees

working in

government

and art world

 "I was motivated to

go because I don’t

feel like I have a

strong

community/network

in LA. So it felt like a

good opportunity." -

LM

CR: HCD has been an

individualistic effort for him in

government thus far; wanted to

meet other people interested in

design in the federal. To see if

they were on teams or also acting

as individuals like him; to share

knowledge and network. Wants

meaningful connections with

peers in the field that are long-

term government

Wants meaningful

connections with

peers in the field ...

doesn't currently

know anyone in the

design + gov't space

How to get

involved in

[HCD in

government]?

—VF

“HCD has been an

individualistic effort for

me in government thus

far; I wanted to meet

other people interested

in design in the federal

[space]." CR

"Really exciting to think

about working on

design in the

government. There is a

lot of (private sector)

design talent that would

be interested in getting

involved" -VF

Where is design

happening in

government?

What does it

look like?

One-off efforts

by contractors -

how do efforts

maintain?

Alone in

this work

in gov't

Local

network / mix

of people to

meet

Reaching out to

private sector people

with existing HCD

backgrounds and

exposing them to

how it works in gov?

IDEA Pre-

event

activity? to

generate

engagement

Networks were

effective at

attracting

people to

attend

Some type of

small group

interaction built

into the format:

For networking,

collaboration, etc

VF: Her whole career

has been about HCD-

but would like to know

how we (the Lab) qualify

it more. What is that

discipline and how does

it apply across various

parts of government?

Making natural

connections v.

activities to

spark it - think

about having

both

Use artifacts as

examples- educational

tools to demonstrate

other use cases

-SK (each artifact is a

teaching opportunity)

"I think it was helpful to see

examples of your work.

Something hard about dong a

journey map in city gov is that

the user touches so many pieces

of the process. And seeing maps

in a gov setting was awesome.

Seeing a system map and a

journey map was something new

that I saw that changed the way I

could see both of them." -LM

"first mile"

example -

Lab as

catalyst

"we are impressed by the quality

of the actual design work. We

[18F] are always scrambling and

putting together murals and so it

was cool to look at things with

such a high level of polish. I think

that is helpful to the clients in

showing them that we have skills.

I think this is important for

designers too to have the created

final product" -JP

"Having inspirational

spaces was really

powerful...

Nice to be in a space

to think about what is

possible, how to drive

change." 

Seeing

multiple

stages of a

single project

-JD

Making

Kitchen!

More context

around

system maps

Interest in

visibility of

the process

Satellite

events?

Seeing content

and journey

maps --

"changed the

way I could see

both of them."

Seeing

multiple

stages of a

single project

-JD

Showing Design

in Government

AND

Government in

Design

Showing

the

process

People

drawn to

their own

interests

Having a

theme

"The presentation of the event

was very consistent. There was

blue hues and line drawings.

How everything was blocked

out and the rhythm of the show

was cool. In the space there

was almost like little pockets.

You would meet someone in

that space and you would talk

with someone." -SK

Smaller groups (breakout

groups in Zoom, for

example) are beneficial for

connecting/ networking

purposes. Too hard to

connect with people in a

room of 20+ attendees

—VF

event intro &

outro 

Allow people to

arrive -- countdown

slide and thank you

slide -- think about

empty space

Have a Q&A

Consistency

is important

IDEA Low-

stakes

prompts

Multiple

ways to

engage

Human element of

walkthrough is

important- guide or

curator talking you

through it. Seeing a

face and being able to

relate.

—VF 

IDEA All known

possible

continuing ways

to engage

IDEA Pre-

event and

post event

comms

Rehearsal,

organization, defined

speaking times: If

well executed, can

really help keep

people virtually

engaged.

Specific Lab

content

GAPS

FINDINGS

Types of

graphics to

show

Scale and

complexity

of content

How much

to show

Not a

slideshow

presentation!

Multiple

affirmations for

moving from big

group into small

breakout groups,

back into big group

Format

Like our

recent fire

swamps? little

5 minute

stories?

Storytelling

Intimate,

informal

Good facilitation:

strong structure,

clear ground rules,

call on people

instead of "who talks

now?" awkward

moments

Showrunning

Use chat as

sign-in sheet:

faster, and

leaves a

record

On-demand

option: video

recording,

transcript,

saved chat

tone-setting

activity

Interactive features

creating

something

together

Prompts

during breaks

to keep

people

engaged

Polls /

voting. Vote

for topics at

beginning?

Breakout

rooms
Mural

Zoom

annotate

feature

(difficult to

use?)A/V features

Zoom virtual

backgrounds? cute

Lab colors/patterns

to distinguish

facilitators from

participants?

Music?

switching to/from

screenshare or

videoconference

and an interactive

mural in another

window could be

awkward

Concerns

Tim's takeaways from Lab team thoughts 

on remote events

Team's takeaways from Lab team thoughts 

on remote events

Facilitator /

Guide

Building

something

during or

from the

event

Break out

rooms --

shouldn't be

too big or too

small

Strong

theme
Structure

Clear

leadership

Send an

agenda in

advance --

and stick to it!

Setting a

tone

Minimize

switching

settings

Be consistent

on what

happens in

each type of

setting

Minimize

cognitive

load

IDEA: register with

a bio / interest --

could help us plan

out the breakout

groups accordingly

Keep

segments

evenly timed

and short

POSSIBLE WORK TO SHARE

What are

we excited

to tell?

What's

happened

lately?

What will

inspire

HISPs?

Scales of

effort?

How does it

tie into the

training from

Amplify?

Project 1 Project 2 Project 3

 

"There's fatigue

around being talked

at, webinars...

 pull people out to

participate"

Not another

webinar! -

(Pradeep)

Synthesis of feedback from Lab team members

Early visualisation of virtual gallery space
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FCXI Branding

The Federal Customer Experience Initiative (FCXI) was a 
project that fell within the President’s Management Agenda 
to improve CX across federal government services. The Lab 
partnered with GSA to revise the FCXI brand strategy (its 
graphic and photographic elements and language) and build 
a set of deliverables for the initiative to move forward with. 

Because I have some experience in font design, I was asked 
to refine the US logotype and the arrangement of type for 
“Federal Customer Experience Initiative” as well as the 
project’s tagline “For the People, By the People, With the 
People”. Additionally, I created a set of patterns and graphic 
elements that extended throughout the brand identity, in-
cluding poster series, web design, print applications, social 
media presence, and more. 

Overall, the project was a really interesting exercise in how 
to develop an interesting brand within relatively strict guide-
lines. For example, many federal government employees 
use only Microsoft Office programs, since those are the 
applications that come pre-installed on government-issued 
computers. The goal of creating a fresh, well-designed iden-
tity that functions on these types of platforms was a fun 
challenge. 

Example from FCXI poster series
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Revised FCXI logotype
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FCXI brand identity in web and print context
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PMF Program

The Presidential Management Fellowship (PMF) program, 
run by the Office of Personnel Management, is a leadership 
development program that gives recent graduate degree 
recipients the opportunity to build careers in the federal 
government. In order to qualify, applicants must take an on-
line assessment, the results of which determine the finalist 
pool. Over the course of the next 12 months, PMF finalists 
have the ability to apply to a wide range of jobs at different 
agencies across the government. Typically, the percentage 
of finalists who are able to secure a position within that year 
is anywhere from 60-70%. 

The Lab at OPM partnered with the PMF office to analyze 
and improve the experience of finalists, with the ultimate 
goal of increasing the percentage of successfully appointed 
finalists. This project included a series of interviews with 
current finalists, alums, and agency coordinators, several 
research and information mapping and synthesis sessions, 
and presentations of these findings back to the PMF office. 

Overview of PMF Finalist Experience journey for major stakeholders
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The PMF Finalist Experience Mural board, representing several research, synthesis, and ideation sessions. 
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When a graphic designer hears “design for government”, 
they might imagine election ballots, the NASA logo, inter-
state highway signage, or any of the other highly-visible 
examples of design objects and services produced by our 
federal government. What might not immediately come to 
mind is the behind the scenes work involving design process 
rather than the design product. The Lab at OPM, though it 
operates as a fee-for-service entity and does occasionally 
produce design objects and products, acts primarily as both 
teacher and practitioner of human-centered design. A large 
part of the Lab’s work is rooted in helping other government 
agencies build the capacity within their own organizations 
for design thinking and strategy. 

Though I was initially unsure how my skillset would fit in with 
the Lab’s mission, having an education in traditional graphic 
design ultimately put me in an advantageous position to be 
able to contribute meaningfully over the course of my sum-
mer fellowship. My experience in the research and ideation 
phases of design projects enabled me to quickly gain back-
ground information about projects and offer suggestions 
during brainstorming sessions. Artcenter’s focus on typogra-
phy, composition, and presentation skills in its graphic design 
curriculum prepared me to share my ideas more clearly and 
convincingly, even (maybe especially) over video chat. 

Special thanks to Jennifer and Kimberly from Designmatters, 
to Arianne and Sean from the Lab, and to my FSFs (Fellow 
Summer Fellows) Hannah, Audrey, and Jacob!

Conclusions

Diagram sketch: the trajectory of a project may change several times before reaching its outcome


